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A. Terms, scope of application

Art. 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Art. 2
1.

2.

3.

Terms
The GotCourts League (GCL) is an open tennis championship format in which any
tennis player with a GotCourts platform user account can participate.
A GCL match is any competitive match played as part of a lesson booked via the
GotCourts online platform and selected as a GCL match.
A GCL tournament is any competitive event organized by GotCourts in which
competitive matches are played that count towards the GCL.
GotCourts Rating is the score that describes your current playing strength. The
rating is recalculated by the system after each match.
GotCourts Ranking is your position within the universal ranking of the GotCourts
League, which is determined by your rating.
GotCourts is the organizer of the GotCourts League, the GCL tournaments and
the operator of the online court booking software and racketsport community at
www.gotcourts.com.
Material and personal scope
These regulations are supplementary regulations to the existing GotCourts
League regulations and apply additionally to the Final Tournament and Final
Tournament matches within the GotCourts League (GCL).
The existing regulations of the GotCourts League in the currently valid version
will remain valid for the GCL Final Tournament. In doing so, the supplementary
regulations can regulate certain regulatory aspects for the Final Tournament and
Final Tournament matches in a new or different way. If this is not explicitly done,
the provisions of the GotCourts League regulations apply.
The matches and tournaments of the GCL and GCL Tournaments can be played
on all tennis courts (clubs, facilities and centers) that use the GotCourts booking
system.

B. General provisions

Art. 3
1.

2.
3.

Purpose of the tournament series
The GotCourts Final Tournament is the crowning finale of the GotCourts League
season. A final tournament, for which the best players of each league of the
current season qualify, will determine the winner of each league.
The season finale should be a well-organized, attractive tournament and offer
the participants good competition conditions and a great tournament experience.
The GCL Final Tournament shall be an integral part of the GCL season and all
matches shall count towards the GotCourts League rating and ranking without
restriction and in the same manner as decentralized, individually played league
matches.
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Art. 4
1.

2.

Tournament regulations
The tournament rules for the Final Tournament are set out in these regulations.
An abstract can also be found in the tournament invitation and on the GotCourts
League website www.gotcourts-league.com.
For all cases not regulated here, the tournament regulations of Swiss Tennis shall
apply. In special cases GotCourts will decide.

C. Organization

Art. 5
1.

Responsibility and implementation
GotCourts organizes and coordinates the Final Tournament of the GotCourts
League and takes over and supervises the implementation.

Art. 6.
1.

Dates and number of tournaments
The GotCourts League Final Tournament is held annually at the end of the
league season during October. The exact date of the event can be found on the
homepage www.gotcourts-league.com and in the GotCourts mobile and desktop
app.
GotCourts ensures coordination of the GCL Final Tournament event date with
other national tennis championships, such as the Interclub Championship.
GotCourts determines the dates of the events in coordination with the
club/center involved. A tournament lasts 1 or 2 days depending on the number
of participants as well as the number of available places.
Detailed information about the Final Tournament, tournament format, single or
multi-day tournament, etc. will be recorded and communicated in the specific
tournament invitation.

2.
3.

4.

Art. 7
1.
2.

3.
4.

Tournament management
GotCourts appoints a responsible tournament management ("Official") for each
GCL Final Tournament.
The tournament management is responsible for the entire administrative and
organizational preparation and the regulation-compliant execution of the
respective GCL Final Tournament.
The tournament management is not allowed to participate in the tournament
itself.
The tournament management is inherently present during the whole tournament
day. For times during which the tournament director should be absent, they shall
designate a substitute to assume all of their functions. The tournament
management itself can be reached by telephone at any time. The substitute must
be present in person at the tournament site and may not participate in the
tournament itself.
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Art. 8
1.

Referee
No additional referee will be appointed.

D. Rules of participation

Art. 9
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

Eligibility and conditions
The GCL Final Tournament is an invitation only tournament. In each league of the
GotCourts League, the ten best-ranked players on the cut-off date qualify and
are selectd by GotCourts to play in the Final Tournament. The next six bestranked players will qualify as "Alternates". If qualified players do not accept their
entry by the official sign-in day or have to withdraw their entry for any reason by
the tournament day, alternates will move up in order of their ranking on the cutoff
date.
The final cut-off date and time is determined annually. For the 2022 season, it will
be Thursday, September 30, 12:00 pm.
The sign-in day/time is set annually. For the 2022 season, it is Monday, October
10, 8:00 pm.
In the event of identical ratings, the number of GotCourts League matches
played will be added as a second qualification criterion for the Final Tournament.
The player with more matches played will be ranked higher.
Only participants of the GotCourts League who are registered with an unlimited
league participation are entitled to qualify for the Final Tournament. A temporary
league participation obtained due to a participation in one of the GCL
tournaments or a one-month free trial participation, which have not been
converted thereafter into a full league participation for a fee, do not entitle the
player to participate in the Final Tournament.
Otherwise, there are no special conditions of participation.
All matches played at the Final Tournament will be counted for the GotCourts
League 2022 and the results will count for the rating (ranking).
No playing license from a national tennis federation is required to participate in
the GCL Final Tournament.

Art. 10 Active user account on GotCourts
1.
In order for a player to be able to accept the invitation to the GCL Final
Tournament, an active GotCourts user account with a completed user profile is
required. If a player does not yet have such a user account or if it is not yet fully
completed, he/she can create or complete it free of charge on the GotCourts
platform, at the Internet address www.gotcourts.com or in the mobile app.
Art. 11
1.

Minimum age
To participate in the GCL Final Tournament, a minimum age of 16 years is
required. The effective age at the time of invitation shall apply. For young people
under 18, the consent of a parent is also mandatory.
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2.

Art. 12
1.

2.
3.
4.

Art. 13
1.

2.

Art. 14
1.
2.

Art. 15
1.

2.
3.

GotCourts, as the organizer of the GCL, may grant exceptions upon request in
justified cases and, if necessary, subject to specific conditions. The decision to
grant an exception lies exclusively with the organizer.
Registration for the GCL Final Tournament
All qualified participants and alternates for the Final Tournament will be
contacted by GotCourts via email with an invitation to participate in the Final
Tournament.
The qualified players must then confirm their participation on the GotCourts
platform within the specified sign-in deadline.
Alternates must confirm their participation in case of a vacant starting place via
online form within the specified sign-in deadline.
Sign-in deadline for the qualified players is Monday evening at 08:00 pm before
the respective tournament weekend.
Deregistration from a GCL Final Tournament
Cancellation from the GCL Final Tournament is to be avoided whenever possible.
In justified cases (e.g. injuries, illness), this must be communicated via contact
form on the GotCourts League website at the internet address www.gotcourtsleague.com or by e-mail to support@gotcourts.com.
In the event of cancellation, there is no right to compensation or refund of the
entry fee.
Advertising & Communication
By registering for the GCL or the GCL tournaments, a participant agrees that their
data may be used for promotional purposes.
By registering for the GCL, a participant agrees that GotCourts may contact
him/her in connection with information related to the GCL, concerning GCL
tournaments or GCL matches via the GCL platform, e-mail or short messages.
Entry fee
The amount of the entry fee for participation in a GCL Final Tournament will be
determined annually by GotCourts. It also includes court bookings and the use of
the facilities where the tournament is held. It is payable at the time of registration
for the GCL Final Tournament. Payment is made online during the registration
process.
For the 2022 season, the entry fee for the Final Tournament is CHF 55.--.
Entry fees already paid for participation in the Final Tournament cannot be
refunded in whole or in part.
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E. Implementation

Art. 16 Individual competition
1.
The GCL Final Tournament for all leagues will be held as individual competitions
in the 2022 season.
2.
There is no further division into categories or strength classes.
3.
Women and men play together in the same category.
Art. 17
1.

2.

Tournament administration / result reporting
The entire tournament administration, from registration to match pairings and
court assignment to result transmission, is carried out via the GotCourts platform
(mobile app or web app).
It is mandatory to enter a match result in the mobile app.

Art. 18 Seeding
1.
The seeding of the first round matches will be based on a player's current
GotCourts rating. The ranking at the end of the qualification phase (final
qualification date and time) is decisive.
2.
All participants will be seeded according to their rating.
Art. 19 Drawing of lots / creation of match pairings
1.
The match pairings of the first round are created based on the seeding positions.
The first seed always plays against the second seed, the third seed against the
fourth seed, ... , the second last seed against the last seed.
2.
The match pairings of the further rounds will be made according to the positions
of the players in the ranking list of the current tournament based on their match
results of the respective previous rounds of play (according to the “Schweizer”
system). The first-ranked player always plays against the second-ranked player,
the third-ranked player against the fourth-ranked player, ... , the second last
against the last. Identical pairings are avoided. If a pairing has already taken place,
it will be played against the best following player from the ranking list who has
not yet been played against.
3.
In the direct elimination procedure (Cup system), the best-ranked player from the
ranking list plays against the lowest-ranked player in the first Cup round, the
second-best-ranked player from the ranking list against the second-lowestranked player, and so on. In the further rounds, the winner of the best-ranked
Cup match plays against the winner of the lowest-ranked Cup match, the winner
of the second-best-ranked Cup match against the winner of the second-lowestranked Cup match, and so on.
Art. 20 Posse
1.
The invitation notice of the qualified (players and alternates) is considered as a
posse.
2.
The participants have to inform themselves about the playing times. The
participants and the match times will be published in the GotCourts App as soon
as they are known.
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Art. 21
1.
2.

3.

Guaranteed minimum number of matches
Each player plays at least 3 matches at the Final Tournament.
The tournament management can reduce the number of guaranteed matches if
the respective situation on the tournament day requires it, e.g. due to weatherrelated changes, mode adjustments, cancellations or injuries of registered
players, etc.
In such a case, there is no right to a full or partial refund of the entry fee.

F. Technical provisions

Art. 22 Balls
1.
The ball mark for each tournament is determined by GotCourts. The following
ball brands have been allocated for the Final Tournament of the 2022 season:
HEAD Tour.
2.
Match balls are provided by the organizer.
3.
In each case, at least after every fourth match, four new balls are provided.
Art. 23 Referee
1.
Referees are not provided. The Swiss Tennis and ITF rules for play without a
referee shall apply. In addition, the players are required to observe the fair play
rules. In questionable cases, the tournament director will make the final decision
on site.

G. Competition rules

Art. 24 Tournament mode
1.
The tournament mode is designed to provide participants with multiple
opportunities to play throughout the tournament day.
2.
The following tournament format will be played:
a. Main round according to the “Schweizer” tournament system over three
rounds
followed by
b. final round according to the direct elimination system (Cup system) of the
four best-ranked players in the ranking list after three rounds of “Schweizer“
tournament system; In addition to the final match for first and second place,
places 3 and 4 will also be played in a small final.
3.
In the main round, points will be awarded for the results achieved as follows. Big
win: 3 points, small win: 2 points, small defeat: 1 point, big defeat: 0 points, w.o.
will be considered as a big defeat or a big victory for the opponent; a no-show
will also be considered as a big defeat or a big victory for the opponent. In both
cases, for sets not played a result of 10:9 is taken into account for the tournament.
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4.
5.
6.
7.

Art. 25
1.
2.
3.

In case of no-show, the match only counts for the current tournament, but not for
the GotCourts League rating.
For the fine classification in the case of a tie, first the number of book points
(Buchholzzahl) and then the ratio of won and lost points is taken into account.
A classification table / ranking list will be drawn up after each round.
The classification table / ranking list of the previous round defines the match
pairings of the next round.
The organizer can adapt the tournament mode or the tournament format to the
number of participants and the local conditions. Any adjustments will be
communicated to the participants.
Game mode
At GCL Final Tournament the GotCourts game mode is mandatory.
It is not allowed to play any other game mode.
The GotCourts game mode is played as follows:
Matches at a GCL Final Tournament will be played within a time frame set by the
tournament director. Players are given 45 minutes to complete each match. The
rhythm of play is indicated by the tournament management by means of speaker
announcements and a signal tone. The allocation of the available 45 minutes is
planned as follows:
• 5 min.
Entering the square, personal set up on the
players' bench and a short warm-up of the players;
At the same time: wiping the court by the players
of the previous match
• 38 min Playing time
• 2 min
Buffer time for, among other things, the termination of an ongoing
Game Point
Three (3) tie-break sets will be played to ten (10) points each. A single tie-break
always ends at 10 points (no 2 point gap). At the score of 9:9, there is a deciding
point which determines the tie-break winner.
a. The GCL rating system makes a difference in the point standings whether
someone wins or loses 3-0 or 2-1 in tie-breaks. Both players can gain
valuable points for their rating by winning the third tie-break. An example of
a typical GCL result looks like this: 10:6; 9:10; 10:7. Player 1 wins with 2:1 tiebreak sets.
b. Serve: The players determine at the beginning of the first tie-break which
player will start serving. The first serve of each tie-break is from the deuce
side, which is the right side of the tennis court. The server changes when
the sum of the points played is odd (e.g. 1:0, 2:1, 3:2, 5:2 etc.). The next tiebreaks are always started by the player who was the last returning player in
the previous tie-break.
c. Changing sides: After every six points played, the side is changed.
d. Match end: A match always ends after three completely played tie-breaks
or after expiration of the time available for the match (45 minute match
rhythm, cf. Art. 25 / 3.).
e. Match still in progress when time expires: When the time available for the
match expires, a beep sounds. A point in progress at the time of the beep is
still played out and added to the score. The then leading player in the
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4.
5.

current tie-break wins the tie-break; If the points running at the time of the
signal tone lead to a tie in the tie-break, it is not included in the scoring and
the leading player before the signal tone wins the current tie-break.
f. The match is won by the player with more won tie-breaks. The number of
won tie-breaks are decisive in the main round when awarding points for the
round-robin table (cf. art. 24).
The two players report the match result to the tournament director immediately
after the match and then enter it independently in the GotCourts App.
The input of results in the GCL platform is described in detail in section H.

Art. 26 Service variant
1.
To guarantee maximum tennis fun for all participants, there is a possibility to use
a simplified service variant in the match: After the third ball over the net, i.e. from
the second touch of the ball by the return player, the point can be won. The
service field has no meaning. The serve is alternated as in a normal 10-point tiebreak (cf. Art. 25, par. 3b)
2.
The players decide before the match whether they will play with normal service
or the service variant. Especially for tennis beginners this simplified service
variant might be the preferred way to start the point.
Art. 27 Conceding a match
1.
If a player concedes his/her match, the victory is awarded to the opponent and
entered in the system accordingly. This is done taking into account the results of
the tie-breaks played (see Art. 30). Tie-breaks that are not played are counted for
the tournament with 10:9 for the winner. A match that has been started always
counts towards the GotCourts League rating.
2.
If a player cannot play at all, the victory will be attributed to the opponent. The
match will be counted as a big win for the tournament with a score of 10:9, 10:9,
10.9. However, a match that does not start at all does not count towards the
GotCourts League rating or ranking.
Art. 28 Interruption of a match
1.
If a match has to be interrupted due to darkness or unplayability of the court, the
tournament director decides if
a. the match is continued at another time,
b. the match is stopped but scored, and there is a winner and loser,
c. the match is abandoned and not scored.
2.
Started matches that are continued at another time will be continued at the last
score.
Art. 29 Coaching of players
1.
Each GCL participant may be coached by an off-court attendant when changing
sides. Coaching is not allowed between rallies or during the match.
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H. Results and evaluation
Art. 30 Input and validation of the match result
1.
After each match and after reporting the result to the tournament director, the
first named player enters the correct match result into the GC App. The opponent
must confirm the match result in the GC App.
2.
The result is entered as follows:
a. All complete tie-break sets played to 10 points are entered. Either one set,
two sets, or three sets. The system then automatically determines the
winner. If the available playing time does not allow a complete finish of a
started tie-break set, a partial result (e.g. 8:4) can also be captured. Your
personal GCL match statistics include both "Win" or "Loss" and the recorded
tie-break sets. If there is a tie after tie-break sets, the system forces the
manual selection of the winner.
Art. 31
1.

Match integrity
GotCourts relies on players to enter accurate scores. Falsifying a result in any
way, including entering a result for a match that was not played, will result in the
disqualification of one of the players involved. Players are obliged to report any
manipulation or attempted manipulation of which they become aware.

I. Incentives and prizes

Art. 32 Tournament prizes
1.
Each participant of a GCL Final Tournament will receive a tournament prize (unit
prize).
2.
All players in each league who reach the elimination round (semi-final matches)
in the Final Tournament will also receive a winner's prize. The winner prizes are
graded according to final ranking at the Final Tournament.
3.
The various in-kind prizes will be listed on the GCL website at www.gotcourtsleague.com.
4.
A tournament or winner's prize cannot be redeemed for cash.

J. Privacy policy

Art. 33 What data is processed?
1.
For the implementation of the GotCourts League, an active GotCourts user
account with a fully completed user profile is required for each player.
2.
It is also possible to register third parties. In this case, we are entitled to assume
that the data of this person may be passed on to us.
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Art. 34 Personal data management
1.
For the implementation of the GotCourts League and for the electronic storage
and management of player data, GotCourts may also work with external
specialized companies. These companies process personal data on our behalf.
Art. 35 Consent to data processing
1.
By registering, each player agrees that the information they provide, and the data
stored under their GC user profile may be used for the purpose of the GCL and
the GCL tournaments. The player acknowledges that the data will be stored by
machine.
2.
By registering for the GotCourts League, a player consents to the publication of
their profile data, in particular surname, first name, year of birth, place of
residence, ITN level as well as their rating, ranking and match data on the
GotCourts platform and the GotCourts League public website. This consent
applies to publication on the Internet, in print or online media, on TV or other
media, and to the posting of lists and speaker announcements.
3.
Photos and film footage of a player taken in connection with the GotCourts
League may be used by the organizer without restriction and without claims for
compensation on TV, the Internet, in the organizer's own advertising material,
magazines, books and other media and may also be passed on to third parties, in
particular sponsors and partners, for their use.
Art. 36 More information and contact
1.
For additional information on the subject of data protection, please refer to
GotCourts AG 's detailed Privacy Policy. This Privacy Policy supplements these
overarching provisions. In the event of a conflict, the regulations in GotCourts
AG's privacy policy ("Privacy Policy for Use of the Internet Platform at
www.gotcourts.com") shall take precedence.
2.
For questions and data protection concerns, a player may contact the following
address: GotCourts AG, Data Protection, c/o SpaceP5 GmbH, Heinrichstrasse
267, 8005 Zurich, e-mail: info@gotcourts.com.

K. Final provisions

Art. 37 Reserved and supplementary law
1.
For all cases not regulated in these regulations, the tournament regulations of
Swiss Tennis shall apply. In the event of loopholes in the regulations or
ambiguities regarding the interpretation of provisions relating to the GCL,
GotCourts shall make the final decision. The same applies to disputes arising
from the application of these regulations.
Art. 38 Behavior GCL participants
1.
GCT participants who disregard these regulations or the tournament organizer's
instructions may be excluded by GotCourts from the GotCourts League, a
GotCourts summer tournament or Final Tournament and the GCL rating system
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and removed from the ranking list or the field of participants as well as excluded
from participation in subsequent tournaments. Unsportsmanlike conduct will also
be reported to Swiss Tennis.
Art. 39 Insurance
1.
Insurance is the responsibility of the participants.
2.
Participation in a GCL Final Tournament is at your own risk. The organizer cannot
be held liable for any damages. Any liability for accidents, illnesses, thefts, etc. as
well as for auxiliary persons is excluded by the organizer.
Art. 40 Language versions
1.
The regulations of the GCL Final Tournaments are available in German, French
and English.
2.
If individual regulations or formulations in the various language versions are
ambiguous or contradictory, the wording of the German language version of the
regulations shall always be binding.
Art. 41
1.
2.
3.

Entry into force & amendments
These regulations come into force for the organization of the GCL 2022 and are
valid for the following years without any changes.
GotCourts is permitted to make changes or adjustments to the regulations at any
time at its own discretion. The provisions of GotCourts GTC section 10 shall apply.
The latest version of the regulations always and exclusively applies. This is
published on www.gotcourts-league.com and can be viewed and downloaded
there at any time.

Art. 42 Organisation
1.
The organizer of the GotCourts League and the GotCourts League tournaments
is GotCourts AG.
2.
The place of jurisdiction is Zürich.
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